
Exa rn,ples of
s23(s) and s24(2)

1. Applying s23(5) and sZa(Z) together to: the same

information

Handout 1l
Examples of s23(5) and s24(2)
09 ,0s. 1 2
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Contrast the Daily Royalist case with the example below;

2. Applying s23(5) and s24(2) separately

Handout 11
Examples of s23(5) and s24(2)
09.05.12
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Preface

This workbook takes you through the national security exemptions
in sections 23 and 24 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000
("FOIA"). Issues of national security have gained importance in

modern times. Conscious of these issues, and as a responsible
regulator, the Information Commissioner has issued revised
guidance on these exemptions. This new workbook and associated
training session are aimed at ensuring You, as ICO staff, fully
understand how to interpret and apply the exemptions in the cases
which come before you.

Graham Smith (Deputy Commissioner) handles most of the difficult
and sensitive national security issues arising from FOI casework,
You should discuss any difficulties with cases involving s23 or s24
first with your manager and then with Graham or another signatory.

In October?OLl there was a change to the ICO's approach to
handling cases where s23 and s24 overlap, and have to be applied
together in some way. You will therefore notice that the concluslons
we reached in Decision Notices prior to then might not accord with
our current thinking, You might find it a useful exercise to look at
older decisions and consider what conclusion we would reach under
the new approach.

Policy Delivery
July 2OI2
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IJsing this woil$ook

:r Please refer to the section on "Using this workbook" ln the FOI
and EIR foundatlon tra¡ning workbook,

i As you go through this workbook, you might flnd it helpfr¡l to
refer at regular intervals to the fiinal section:

Summary of main paints of seg and ss4

ir, Please also read the ICO's latest externa'l guidance on
sections 23 and 24, to which this trainlng workbook is
complementary.

$

t:
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r. Objectives and introduction

When you have worked through this workbook, you should be able

t0.î

,¡ understand the range of interests of national security that s23

and s24 may need to protect in order to secure our national

security;

't identify when s23 and/or s24 apply;

¡ understand how s23 and s24 work together;

. explain how/when the requirement to confirm or deny is

excluded;

r ,äppF€ciate the n,eed to consider all the Tlsåq!:lces of

ir!åpón¿¡ng ro a rec¡uest under sections 23 and: 24; and

engage with and corrlPlai,n'ants from a

ICO aÞp,Èoaeh:,äñd how it worksposition of
in practice

1,1 Introduction

This workbook deals with sections 23 and 24 together' They have

differences, but both cover aspects of national security; they are

related, and interact in part¡cular ways'

The workbook will explain points by reference to real cases and

hypothetical examples, and by including some practical exercises to

help you to think about the issues'

1.2 s23 and s24 in brief

s23 exempts information supplied by or relating to specified
üò¿¡"r dealing with security matters. There is no need for a

õùO¡i. authority to confirm or deny whether information is held if

ããi"g so would disclose information which was supplied to it

iO¡r.?tty or indirectty) by any of those specified bodies.

s24 exempts informatíon in respect of which exemption from
sãct¡on l(1) is required in order to safeguard national
security, Wñere exämption is needed in order to safeguard national

6



s,ecudty, a publlc a:uthority does not have to conflrm or deny
whether lnformation |s held'.
Note ernphasis in bold above - lt is essential to understand,the
meaning of these exemPtlons.

You must ¡'efer closely,to the pr:ecise wordln'E of FOIn.
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z. Section z3

2.L

23 n stl ,ol to, CS

with security matters.

(1) Information held by a public authority is exempt information if it

was directly or indirectly supplied to the public authority by, or

relates to, any of the bodies specified in subsection (3)'

(2) A certificate signed by a Minister of the Crown certifying that the

information to which it applies was directly or indirectly supplied by,

or relates to, any of the bodies specified in subsection (3) shall,

subject to section 60, be conclusive evidence of that fact.

(3) The bodies referred to in subsections (1) and (2) are-

(a) the SecuritY Service,

(b) the Secret Intelligence Service,

(c) the Government Communications Headquarters,

(d) the special forces,

(e) the Tribunal established under section 65 of the Regulation of

InvestigatorY Powers Act 2000'

(f) the Tribunal established under section 7 of the Interception of

Communications Act 1985,

(g) the Tribunal established under section 5 of the Security Service

Act 1989,

(h) the Tribunal established under section 9 of the Intelligence

Services Act 1-994,

(i) the security Vetting Appeals Panel,

(j) the SecuritY Commission,

(k) the National Criminal Intelligence Service,

(l) the Service Authority for the National Criminal Intelligence

Servíce, and

(m) the Serious Organised Crime Agency'

I



Headquarters" includes any unit or part of,a unit of the armed

forces of the Crown which is for the time being required by the

Secretary of State to assist the Government COmmunications

Headquarters in carrying out its functions.

(5) The duty to conf¡rm or deny does not arise ¡f, or to the extent

that, compliance with section 1(1)(a) would involve the disclosure

of any information (whether or not already recorded) which was

directly or indirectly supplied to the public authority by, or relates

to, any of the bodies specified in subsection (3)'

summ lcan ntiooG rnVE tmen Coc e"thbse ot¡ nsu c ( )In (3))(4

2.2 Section 23'ís a class-based, absolute exempt¡on

Section 23 is listed as an absolute exemption in section 2 FOIA' For

the meaning Of the term "Class-based, absolute exemption", please

refer back tõ tne FOI and EIR foundation training workbook. There

is no public interest test,

2.3 s23(1) How the exempt¡on is engaged

"Information held by a public authority is exempt information if it
was directly or indirectly supplled to the public authority by, or
relates to, âny of the bodies specified in subsection (3)"'

The exemption is engaged in respect of information in the following

circumstances:

, ll a specified body supplies that information to a public
authority, either directly or indirectly

9ß

¡ if the information relates to a specified body

That's all that is required. There is no need to show prejudice, or

apply the public interest test.

Case officer tiP

9

Our current tion is as follows.



When investigating complaints about the application of s23(1) the

Commissione*r will need to be satisfied that the information was in

fact supplied by a security body or relates to such a body if he is to

find in fuuort of the public authority' In ceftain circumstances the

Commissioner is prepared to accept a written assurance from the

public authority that this is the case. This only applies where it

initially appears plausible that the information would engage the

u""mption, The written assurance acts as confirmation that this is

the case,

The assurance must tre provided by someone who by reason of their

seniority and responsibilities has regular access to information

relating to the security bodies and understands the relationship

betweãn the public authority and those bodies. Furthermore they

must also have seen the disputed information'

Where it is less clear that the withheld information would have been

supplied by or relates to a security body, it wilt not be appropriate

to accept assurances of this nature from the public authority as

sufficient evidence on its own. The Commissioner W¡ll need to

discuss the matter with the public authority in order to gain a better

understandíng of the public authority's grounds for applying the

exemption. in some cases it will be necessary to see the

information in order to underStand ¡ts nature and provenance, even

if we have to visít the public authority in order to do so, This is

likely to involve a senior member of the ic's staff who has

Developed Vetting clearance'

mple
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2.4 s23(L):when dOeS information "relate to" a specified
body?

s23(3) lists the specified security bodies. s23(1) provides that

information is exempt if it was supplied directly or indirectly by one

of those bodÎes, or ii ¡t "relates to" one of those bodies (NB: these

phrases are also used ín s23(5)).

Thus, s23(1) would cover information provided by a.third party, but

*r'l¡.ñ origìnãteO from a security body. This means the exemption

can prote-ct intelligence as it is disseminated through different

channels.

The words "relate to" obviously have a wide applicatíon' They would

include any information concerning or linked to the activities of a

iecurity body. However they do not have unlimited application; the

connection to a security body must not be too remote.

2.5 s23(3) L¡st of the specified security bodies

Case r tips

t

t

I

printed copies of the FOIA are likely to be out of date.

Please check the up to date s23(3) list at:

wly w . ! e ql5La uiQn' g-q v-.q"K

In particular, socA was added most recently at s23(3)(m),
but in 2010 the coalition Government announced that it
would be abolished and subsumed into a new National

crime Agency from 2013. Therefore we are already aware/

at the time of writing this workbook, that further
arnendments to the s23(3) list will be required'

Howeverinpracticethepublicauthorityreceivingthe
request is likely to know whether the body to which the

information relates is a section 23 body and should be able

to clarify the situation if necessary as a part of any

subsequent ICO investigation'

11



it might be helpful for us to clarify which bodies are captured by
s23(3) and how some of the bodies are more commonly known:

s23(3)(a) the Security Service is commonly known as MI5; it
works to protects the UK against threats to national security.

s23(3)(b) the Secret Intelligence service is commonly known
as MI6, which works overseas and collects foreign intelligence in

order to promote and defend national security.

s23(3)(d) the Speciai Forces ínclude the SAS (Special Air
Service) and SBS (Special Boat Service) and Special Forces Signals.

s23(4) GCHQ
This section refines the definltion of GCHQ at s23(3)(c) to include
armed forces units assisting GCHQ.

2.6 s23(5) The exclusion of the duty to confirm or deny

There is no duty on a public authority either: to confirm or deny
under s1(1)(a) whether it holds information, if to do so would rnean

disclosing any information "whether or not already recorded"
which:

. was directly or indirectly supplied to the PA by a specified
bodY

or

r relates to a body specified ín s23(3).

To apply this subsectlon, you need to consider very carefully and
precisely what would be revealed if the public authority either
confirmed or denied ìt held the requested information, ie would
confirming or denying whether a public authority holds requested
information disclose any information supplied by a security body or
relating to a securitY bodY?

In some cases it will be very clear that the confirming or denying
the information is held would reveal information about a security
body.

lTiãmpte- |tt
I A tictional request is made to the Home Offlce for information on 

I

L2



There is no requirement for the confirm'ation or- denial to reveal
anything prejudicial to the work of secur:ity bodiës'

The NCND provisions of s23(5) could be applied even if there is
public knowledge that a fisted security body is involved.
Consíder the next exarnPle.

13



A response that reveal,s thât a security body is not involved
is information relating to a security body'

The Ban All Reljgion exämple, ao-ove, illt¡strates the point that to
give a re5ponse which salls, in effect, that "no security body is

[hvestigatilrg, this is5Uét conStitutes the disclosure of information

r.elating to a security body. Gonsi'der the example again - once we

accept-t-hat denying the i¡forrnation is held would reveal that MI5

*ar,roi investigating or had not investigated Ban All Religion, we

sirnply have to ãsk ourselves what is the consequence of providing a

state¡"nent that¡ in effect, Sã.yS ":No, MI:s has not investigated Ban All

Rêl¡gion'1. Is,thris in itself.,inlqorrnation about MI5? Clearly the answer

is yes,

"Not alreadV recorded"

Whe,re äi,Se-cU¡it$ body is, not involved in the issue to which the
resue.st relates¡'i,ç's llkely that 

î.-o, 
information is held recording that

fact, H,ówàver s2à1,5) r'èfer.s tol"th,e disclosure of arìy information
(whether or not álready recorded) which..'.," relates to a
à"curtty b'o:dy. Therefore tlre fact there is no record of a security

bod;¡,s'non-involvernent is not a bar to the application of s23(5)'

T4



In the territory of national security

In the previous examples, it has been very clear that the requests

concern the work of security bodies. The factors that bring the
request within the ambit of s23(5) are:

. the subject matter of the request

.: the language used in the request
r the nature of the work undertaken by the public authority

receiving the request'

Applying these factors to the "Ban All Religion" example, we can see

the following:

o the subject of the request - the potential terrorist threat
posed bY an organisation;

o ihe language of the request - the specific reference to a
securitY bodY; and

o the nature of the work undertaken by the public authority to
which the request was made - the Home office (which has

functions relating to national security, and therefore has

working relations with security bodies. Therefore if the
security bodies had investigated Ban All Religion the Home

Office would be aware of it and if the Home Office did hold the

requested information it is most likely to have been provided

by such a bodY).

Together this means that confirming or denying the information is

held equates to a confirmation or denial that a security body is

interested in that body. These are the factors that place the request

in the territory of national security.

NB The phrase "in the territory of national security" is used by the

ICO, but it does not appear in the legislation and has not been

rouiinely used by the Tribunal or by public authorities,

There will be cases, different to the "Ban All Religíons" scenario

above, where there is no such link to matters of national security,
or the link is not so explicit. The following examples will help to

illustrate this Point.

Example

A fictional request is made to the Department for Business,

trnnovàtion and Skills (BIS) for the minutes of a meeting on

cornpetition,matters between the Prime Minister and

rep.resgnlglir1eq fro m the m a i n su Þe-rm a rkets,

15



Contrast that example with the one below:'

plausible th
and/or that

Applying the
indeed in the

rrectly a

requested

at some
it might

ted earlier,
" of nationa

that the request is
the Home Office could

h
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2.6.L The. baf.ance of probabilities

Section 23(5) excludes the duty to confirm or deny if doing so
"would involve the disclosure" of information supplied by a security
body or relating to it. The use of the word "would" does not mean
there must bè 10001ò certa:¡:nb/; instead, we inteipret it as mea,ning
"more likely than not" that the information, if it was held, woufd
have been supplied by, or relates to, a sêcurity body,

This makes sense when you consider that a public authority must
be able to el'airn,the exen:rption even in situations where it does not
actually hold the information, If the request was for "file X" and the
publìc author.fty¡ dïd not in ract hold f"ile X, then it could nev.er say
with 10CI0/¡ Certa,inty that the file would have'been provided to it by
a seeu,rity body.. So tþe question must be whether, if.the BubliC
ar¡thoÈitf di:d hold file,X,, i,s, it m.ore: probabl.e thãn not tha,t it w-ould
have been sup'plied,by a security bodi? This inter.pretation of
"wor;ld,r'' alilowi'it t-o do just that, regardless of the circgmstancês,

17



In certa¡n circumstaFìCgs¡ consistency of response is also h,ighh¡

relevant. This is w,here there is a ris'k that irnfor"mation ãbotlt a
,e,cr.ity body could be disclosed by an inconsistency in re9Þtgnses

õi*r Uy a pl,Utic author.it¡4. For instance;. if a, Pr1b.!ic arrthor:ity such

ãr tf,'u ÉOme Office denied that it held certain infô:r'r¡ratlon, for
eXa,mp.le a file on a particular group compiled by MI5, Only'to
provide a NCND response to a later request, the:inconsistgnly
would it$elf reveal something abo-ut the'security body. This, t6o,

demonstrates how you need to considen:the consequences"of giVi'ng

a þártlcular responSe, and you should ,co-n,sidelapplyi,ng s23(5):in
such cjrcumstances', The circumstances in the follôW:lng case

1B



2.6.3 What does s23(,5) mean ln practfce?

,q we o:nly need to show that qllher cor]frmatlon or denlal' 
woulà ón¡¿ll such dlsclosure; there ts no nêed to show both.

*r Even lf th,e publlc authority does hold lnfórmation, you can

also consldéi what wo.uld be reve¡le.d lf it had to deny that the

informat¡on was trelO. fhe conve-¡se would a:lso apply. Thus,

even if lt is snly'a h,ypothetlcal confirfi,lation or denlal that
wot¡ld dlselose éensitive lnfOrmatlon, ¡'ela,ting- to :a securlty
body, s23(5) would be engaged.

'Ì s23(5) also covers lnforrnatlon whi,ch ls not already recorded.

There now follOW two exerclses to recap Wha,È we have covered so

far.

?j
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The Home Office receives a series of requests for information over 3

years.

Request 1) On how many occasions was authority given to tap the
phones of companies in the defence industry in 2008?

Request 2) On how many occasions was authority given to tap the
phones of companies in the defence industry in 2009?

Request 3) On how many occasions was authority given to tap the
phones of companies in the defence industry in 2010?

In 2008 no phones were being tapped, but in 2009 authority was

g¡ven to a s23 body to tap thé phones of one defence company and

tî ZOf O authority was given to HM Revenue and Customs to tap the
phone of a different defence company.

How should the Home office respond each year? what are the
implications of resPonding?

ts.The

seA

erleaf >>
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How should the public authorities respond to the following?

1. Request to the Ca,binet Of ice for lnformation about an alleged
plot to kldnap a high profile poiiticiäñ'

2. Identical request to Camberwick Green Parish Council.

3. Request to Camber,wfck Green'Par:ish Council for any information
it has received from MIS äbout the assassination plot"

The answer is overleat Þ

B
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2.7 Ministerial certificates under s23(2)

Please see section 5 of this workbook.

2.8 Historical records: PIT applies

In respect of any historical records to which s23-applies, and which

have òeen transferred to The National Archives ("TNA") or the

Þubl¡c Records Office of Northern lreland ("PRONI"), s23 ceases to

be an absolute exemption and becomes subject to the public

interest test.

2.9 SurnmarY of main Points of s23

rl, s23(1) exempts information supplied to a PA by a
sZf i:isecuriËy body (whether directly or indirectly), or which

relates to such a bodY

i¡ .'relates to" in sections 23(1) and 23(5) has a wide meaning,

but the connection must not be too remote

.Ç s23(5) me-ans that there is no duty to confirm or: deny-if_9,9¡ng

ro wout¿ üisclose information supplied to a PA by a s23(3)
security body (whether directly or indirectly), or which relates

to such a bodY

.r for s23(5), the information revealed by confirming or denying

does not have to be "already recorded"

. s23(5) provides protection for the interests of national

security bodies in a wide range of scenarios

¡ whêfl applying s23(5), consider the impact of what a NCND

response to the request might reveal

r there is no public ínterest test for s23

. the list of s23(3) security bodies is due for amendment;

always check the up to date position'

24



g. Sectton z4

3.1

3.2 Section 2419 a quallfied exemption, subject to the public
interest test,

Read
chapter 4 of the FoI and EIR Foundation Trainíng workbook
on the public interest test
ICO external guidance: [he Public inter,est test

,

a

Please see ParagraPh 3.7, below.

3,3 National securitY

3.3.1 What does s24 Protect?

(1) Information which does not fall within section 23(1) is exempt

information if exemption from section 1(1)(b) is required for the

purpose of safeguarding national securlty.

(2) The duty to confirm or deny does not arise if, or to the extent

that, exemption from section 1(1)(a) is required for the purpose of

safeguarding national securitY'

(3) A certificate signed by a Minister of the Crown ceftifying that

exemption from section 1(1)(b), or from section 1(1)(a) and (b), is,

or at any time was, required for the purpose of safeguarding

national security shall, subject to section 60, be conclusive evidence

of that fact.

(4) A certificate under subsection (3) may identify the information

to which it applies by means of a general description and may be

expressed to have prospective effect.

securityz4 Natio

25



The focus af s24 is on the protection of national security from the
consequences of disclosure of information. it is expressed in

broader terms than s23.

3.3.2 What does "national, security" mean?

There is no formal definition of this term.

In Secretary of State for the Home Department v. Rehman (AP)

[2001] IJKHL4T the House of Lords considered whether a foreign
national posed a risk to national security and should be deported.
The Lords made observat¡ons on the scope of national security.
In Baker v IC and the Cabinet Office and the NCCL (EA/2006/0045),
4 April 2007 the Information Tribunal stated that ¡t found those
observations to be "helPful".

e observations on e
definition national secur itv:

"(i) "national'security" means "the security of the United Kingdom
and its people";

(ii) the interests of national security are not limited to action by an
individual which can be said to be "targeted at" the UK, its system
of government or its peoPle;

(iii) the protection of democracy and the legal and constitutional
systems of the state is a part of national security as well as military
defence;

(iv) "action against a foreign state may be capable indirectly of
affecting the security of the United Kingdom"; and

(v) "reciprocal co-operation between the Unìted Kingdom and other
states Ín combating international terrorism is capable of promoting
the United Kingdom's national security"."

So you can see that the term "national security" is very broad in
meaning. It covers obvious matters such as counter terrorism
measures and espionage, for instance, but ís wider than that' For
instance, it might involve the UK government's dealings with other
countries in order to co-operate on internatiOnal terrorism, These
countries might be traditional allies of the UK or not; they could be

26



any countries with which we wish to co-operate. Alternatively they
might be neulral or friendly countr¡es that we do not w¡sh to
alienate or traditionally hostile countries that We do not wish to
further antagorrise. In order to ultimately protect UK interests it
might be necessary to protect the Interests of other countries too.

Example

A request to the UK government for the details of its meetings w¡th
7 could be exempt under s27 and/or s43 (international relations /
commercial interests) but might also be exempt under s24(1). The
latter exemption would apply because disclosure of the detaîled
information could damage our relations with Z. In turn this could
undermine the UK's attempts to get Z to clamp down on terrorists
operating there; when we know that some of those terrorists wish
to target the UK. Ultimately the UK is aiming to protect its own
national security by developing a good relationship with Z.

The link míght at first síght seem a little remote, but the situation
has to be considered from the point of view of the potential impact
.on the national security of the UK at a time of heightened risks due
to global terrorism.

To put it another way, the applicat¡on of the exemption depends on

establishing lhe causal link between the dìsclosure of the
information - the im¡ract the disclosure has on Z - and how Z's

)l



response would ¡ mpact on the UK 's national securitY.

A request for information might, at first sight, appear innocuous (eg

the request, below, for the number of protective suits a local police

authority has). However it has to be considered in the light of the

impac[ that disclosure of the information might have on national

seåurity. Thìs is regardless of the motives of the requester, who

might óe asking a þerfectly innocent question, perhaps seeking

r-uJssurun.e that our police are properly equipped to handle

particular tYPes of emergencY'

Example

achieve their goal'

TVP acknowledged that: "There is of course, a public interest in

knowing in genãral terms what provision the UK has in place to

protect"the public in the event of a terrorist attack' However,

äetaileC ínformation, relating to the precise operational capability of

irre police or other emergency serv¡ces in any given location, would

be of ass¡stance to terroiists for the purposes of planning the

location and type of potential attacks, either within a specific region

or nationallY".

The lnformation Commissioner upheld the application of s24(1),

stating that "there is a specific and direcl application to which such

iniortiution m1çht be pr.rt whîch çould polu'ntially be dam,aginq to

2B



national security. The informalíon therefore has the necessarY
qual¡ty to fall within the definition of section 24(L)."

'¿9



Consider what the concept of "national security" encompasses -
thlnkin,g about it ln broad terms. List the sort of thíngs that are

importãnt to natlonal security or th.at raise nAt¡önäl seggrlty issues,

iniludlng physical or non-tanglb¡le things that require protect¡on.

See overleaf >
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Consider what the concept of "natiOnal seCurity" encompasses -
thinking about it in broad terms. List the sort of things that are

importãnt to national security or that raise natlonal security issues'

including physical or non-tanglble things that require protection.

Points to make would include obvious ones such asl

r te¡.rorist attacks '

. bombs
I airpCIrt security
r w€ôPolls of mass destruction
. chemicai /gerrn warfare or attacks
.* media reporting of natianal security issues
* espionage

But we also need to consider,;''

'¡ transport sYstems
:r lccation of pipelines, transmitters, aerials etc
;i supplY of Power, fuel and water
. comrnunication systems and networks
. IT networks
r focd supply chain
r infi'asti'ucture
r landmarks, inc historic buildings
. people who might be targets for terrorisls eç polÎticians,

judges, RoYal FamilY members
i safety of UK citizens, within lhe UK and abr"oad

as well as:

¡ thê systems we need to have in place ta protect nalìonal
security

* lh€ work of lhe varicus security bodies as a wh*it:
*, interactiori L:etr¡"'een security bodies and ohher pubiil

ai.llhoríties
I upholdl;:g denrccracy {tiris wouid incir.¡cJe Pai"l!¡¡me¡L and

voting systems)
, the ürown anc lhe scvereign and heirs lo the lhr':ne, as pai't

of the democralic. instililticns of the UK

" the iegal system ano the rule cf law
. interrrãtional climens!on (eg tensíons or irrcidenls in ð fr:reígri

m t aff+:ct Ul{ ìniers:sts ani neeo ryti¡rliiit
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de,¡elopi rrg a n cI i¡': ¿i ! rl [¿l ì ri ilr rl t.eia'iJoil s;

fnote þässible ovei'!a¡r wit*l:t si2$i7"-7]
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È

fì,0iç:tiiiìç fjoOd reli',¡''ifitì5i iv ¡n tcr iì ëi.¡ 0rì i:ì i,'Il i ìtl:;

hi¡;s i'viLi': cj.L:e:r st¿:tes

::
::.

ìj

)

d,

3,3.3 W,hat li9 ttre meaning of "required" for the purpose of
nat¡:onal seeurity?

In this context, "required" means "reasonably necessary"' For a:

fuller eiplanatiônr. including the way th:is interpretation is based on'

deck]ons of the European Cotlrt of Human Rights, please refer tO
the new ex,ternal guidance on s24.
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3.3.4 To what extent is exernption re'QÚ¡f.ed.to safeguard
national security? Does the threat have to be immediate?

The Information Commissioner's vie.w is th.at th,ere is no ,ne-,ed to
show that there is evídence of a direct or imrninêñt threãt, in the
Rèhman case, cited ín paragraph 3.3.2 abov.e., LOrd Slynn strpported
thjs appr.OAch. lHe stated that: "I accept that there must be a re,al

possib:ility of an a(verse effect on the Unitêd Kj,n.g m fo,r what is,

done'by the individual under inquiry but I do rlot accept that it has
to þe direct or irnmediate."
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3.4 How the exemption in s24(1) is engaged

Information ¡s exempt under s24(1)l

. if it is not exernpt under s23(1)

AND

r if exemption fr.oln sl(1xb) is "required fôr the purpose of
safeguardih g national secul'lty"

AND

the public interest test must be applied,"

s1(1)(b) is the diurt¡¿ to çornmurllcate'information that has been

requested,

Note that lt is not th:ê information that must be requlred for the
pu rposes of Safeg ua:rdlng natibna:i se.cu rity.,". . but, the exemption

from dlscloslng the'lffoÈmation.

In Exercise D, abOVe, We considered topics that the concept of
national security rnight cover. Some of these illustrate this point: ie

the PA must conslder whether the exemption ft"om disclosing

information is required ín order to safeguard national security, when

the information itself might on its own appear harmless' For

instance:

'.r transPort sYstems

' location of pipelines, transmitters, aerials etc

:

ì
i
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r supply of power, fuel and water
r communication systems and networks
. IT networks
. food supplY chaîn

The actual information about these infrastructure items is not
generally required for the purpose of safeguarding national security,

6ut disclãsing tlîat information might present a risk to national

security. fhus the exemption in s24(1) would provide protection

where that risk exists.

3.5 The duty to confirm or deny: s2a(2)

Section 24(2) excludes the duty to confirm or deny when "required
for the purpose of safeguarding national security"'

To apply the exclusion, you only need to show that either
confirming or denying whether the information is held would harm

national sãcurity. It is not necessary to show that both possible

responses would do so.

You must then apply the public interest test, before making a final

decision on the exemPtion.

In Baker v Ic & cab office IEA/2\06/00451, discuss-ed in*paragraph

2.6.2 above, the request was about theoperat?n gf th€ "wilson'
óoctr¡ne,'in relation to phone tapping of MPs.'The Inforr'nation 

.

rriuunal agreed that the Informatio'n commissioner and the cabinet

Off¡." *"rã righl to,decide that s24(2) applied in this case and there

was no requirãment to confirm or deny whether the inforrnation was

held.

The ICO's new guidance on The duty,,to c.Onf

Paragraph 2.6 of this workbook, on NCND under s23(5)'

a

a
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3.5.1 In s24(2) cases,, does the ICO need t'o know whether
the information is actual.ly held,?

The ICO always reser,ves the rig,ht to know,whether or not;
information is held, and if it is, to have access to'that information.

HOwever in most casês th'iS wi:ll not be necessary. fnig, iiS because
what we're côn:sider:irrg is the da:mage that eoü'ld be' d:o.rì€ to,nati'ona]
sècur:ity by revea,lin$ Whethe¡î thê:!nfo,r:mation;lS héldlOli not, rätl"q'er

than what d:a:nrage wpuld b.e'done,b,)t dî-Sclosi,n,E the açtual
inforrnation reques.ted.:Where a publiic a,uthority refAses to conflrr,n

or" deny whether it holds intornlation, in most cAses yotl wij'l ,be ab'le

to deter:mine the positìon witho,ut knowing Whetheti it iÈ acÈuall:)¿

held or not.

However there will be exceptlonal circumstances ln which you do
need to know whether.or not the information is actually held'

In some, very limited¡ circumstances yCIu may need to see the
actual information in order to assess the public inter.est test.

For advíce in a situation like this, discuss with a signatory and in
particular with Graham Smith.

For reference, in cases with national securíty implications where you

need to view information, the ICO has a number of StAff who have
undergone Developed Vetting: Refer to Graham smith for more
details.

Case officer tips
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3.6 Information in the publfc domaln and the "mosaic
effect": s24(1) and s24(2)

3.6,,1 Informatfon already in the publiê domain

Consideration must be given to what other information is in the
public domain. Where the same or similar information is already in
the public domain, this might well indicate there is no harm in either
communicating the requested informatíon or confirming whether or
not the public authority holds it, as follows:.

where information is already in the public domain; this
suggests that there would be no harm in releasing identical
infóimation, nor would it be appropriate to neither confirm
nor deny; and

where it is alr.eady in the public domain that a public authority
holds the requested information, then it would not be

appropriate to refuse to confirm or deny, as this exemption
would not be requirêd to safeguard natíonal security.

3.6,2 The mosaic effect

However, when considering requests, we and public authorities also

have to be alert to the existence of other information in the publíc

domain that could be combined with the requested inforrnation, or
the very fact that the requested information is or is not held, to
harm the interests of national secur:ity. This is commonly referred to

AS A "mOSAic" or "jigsaw" effect. PUbliC authoritieS need to consider

how far a highly motivated and organised individual would go to
make the iniormation reveal something useful, which might harm

national security. For instance, terrorists are highly motivated
índividuals and are often sufficiently organised and resourced to be

able to compile a detailed picture by using information which is
publicly available or which they obtain from other sources' Clearly
public authoritíes should take account of the rísk posed by

information entering the public domain via an FOI request made by

anyone, which could then be used by a motivated individual to
enñance the ínformation already available, or to fill in any gaps.

,r,

t
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[11234 Mosalc a rguments

trÍs222-227: lnform:ation l,n the public domain

Guidance: +gÈC,nffiF,#,å ifæB lliç¡,o'nla¡n

'BxÉr,El3ê 
E

Thlnk Of examples of subject areas where the disclosuie of sorne
lpformation might,end r¡p prejudicing national security, in the hands

of a motivated Person or group.

see overleaf.',>

.!.,
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Exercise E with suggested answers

Think of simple examples of subject areas where the disclosure of

some information might end up prejudicing national security, in the

hands of a motivated person or group'

Suggestions of hypothetical areas:

, Locations of radio masts. For example, information provided

piecemeal in response to a series of requests about individual

mast locations could help terrorists to disable the
communications network; in turn this might make it easier for
the terrorists to rnount a major attack on the UK'

I Free slots in the diaries of politicians or of the Royal Family

From this could be gleaned all sorts of possibilities about their
activities and locations, For instance, someone mÍght request

diary information about where the secretary of state for
oefence is working on L2 days out of a particular fortnight,
with no details available about the remainîng two days'
Another request might reveal travel arrangements for those

two days. Additional information, whether from the media or

obtained in other ways, about the frequency of visits by

politicians to Afghanistan, might help terrorlsts to deduce that
he is going to make an unannounced vis¡t to Afghanistan on

those two daYs.

The rate of malfunction of security scanners at Manchester

Airport; terrorists could use this information, gathered
piecemeal, to calculate the risk of being 'caught' at
Manchester and other airports which use that equipment.
They could work out the relative vulnerabilities of different
airports or public Places.

t

Example
Summers v fnformat¡on Commissioner and Metropolitan
Police Service

In FS50368290 the commissioner consldered arolmgnts by the

Metropolltan Police Service in favour of app,lr¡ing s2a(1) to

requested information about the cost of -the Royal Protection Unlt'
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(also known as "SO14"). The Commissioner upheld the application
of s24(1): "The Commissioner has carefully considered the public
authority's arguments including the examples it helpfully provided
to illustrate how publicly available Ínformation is (sic) powerful
source of intelligence for those wishing to target the security of the
UK. In view of the compelling arguments as to how the disputed
information could be used by those who wish to target the security
of the UK, the Commissioner accepts that, under those
circumstances, the exemption is reasonably necessary in this case
to safeguard national security".

The "compelling arguments" and examples cíted by the public
authority included the following:

. "gathering publicly available informatíon and analysing it to
produce intelligence to cornpile profiles and identify targets is
one of a number of recognised strategies employed by those
þlanning criminal activities, including terrorism";

. terrorists could combine the requested information with
publicly available Ínformation on e*penditure to assess the
vulnerabilities of potential targets;

. "disclosure would allow for comparlson with other similar
disclosures to draw inferences about the level of protection
provided by jhg SO1.4 u1rit 3s wel.l as the security
arrangements for other high profile public figures and
buildings, For instance, the official confirmation of the total
cost of security for the House of Commons referred to by the
complainant illustrates how official confirmation of the total
cost of the SO14 unit could be used to compare securÍty
expenditure for targets of a símilar profile and consequently
provide intelligence regarding the vulnerability or otherwise of
those targets to attacks".

On appeal, the First Tier Tribunal upheld this decision notice
Summers v Information Commissioner and Metropo

. The Tri
itan Police

Service IEA/2011/01861, 24 February 2A72) bunal a'ccepted
the arguments about the "mosaic effect", in support of withholding
the informatíon: "There can be no doubt in the Tríbunal's judgment
that the mosaic effect alluded to in some detail by the Chief
Superintendent would be enough to raise the level of risk attendant
upon the possíbility of an attack on the persons and sites protected
by SO14."

In summary, the ICO will consider arqumenLs that it is appropriate
f-or a public authority either to refuse a request under s24(1) or
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ne¡ther confirm nor deny under s24(2) in the followíng
circumstances:

r where disclosing information would cäuse prejudice as a result

of the fact thatã motivated person, such as a terrorist, cOuld

combine it with information already in the public domain or
already known to a lÎmited number of individuals'

However we would wish to see a specific explanation and evidence

as to these factors and why prejudice would be caused'

g,7,I The public interest in maintaining the s24 exemption

once you have considered whether or not the exemption is

engrg'.d, and therefore decided that the exemption is "required for

tnã púrpôse of safeguarding national security", YQU must then look

at the public interest in withholding the information, ie assess the

severity of the harm to national security that would result from

disclosíng the information. There is a strong and weighty interest in

safeguarãing national security. if there is a real risk, then even if

tnat rlsk is lów, the public interest could lie in favour of maintaining

the exemption.

We have to look at the nature of the potential harm that could

arise. The more catastrophic the consequences could be, the
greater the public interest in withholding the information.

3,7 The publlc interest test in relat¡on to s24

As stated earlier, s24 is a qual¡fied exemption, and therefore
s;bje¿t to the public interest test. Obviously, the concept of natlonal

secúrity adds weight to cases, but despite this, it is essential to
remem'ber that, unlike s23, it is not an absolute exemption.

The following cases (not on s24):

,F55012,2063
FSsr14¿32 1
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In the following example, the potential harrn was ext¡'eme;

g.7.zThe publlit interest in disclosi:ng the infor'rnation

¡ Please refer to ocl,r externa,l E,uidla¡nr'ce, on'th#-f';t+Þlig''i¡l'tei''est'

..[sslas.we]lastoournewgÚ:i:danceon.'section23a:nd.sect¡on
24,'
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3.7.:3 The Publie :interest of the UK

The public interest' i:¡rherent in s24ls that in safêg.uarding the UK's

n,atlonal secu rity. It concenls
iswha.t,-a þ.úblic

thê Þubllc intêrêst of the uK and its

citizens. This authori,ty m.ust consider when

applying the públiô intérest test in relation Io s24. However in an

te rror'is ltt; Ëhe sec ulrity of the UK rnay be inextricablY
with O'f'ç"ther coun tr.ies; and the UK rnay often

depend on with othê,r coüntriês. As we disCussed in
other countries of
where ther,e could be a

UK, as the case below

3.8 Ministerial certificates

Please see section: 5 of this workbook.
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3.9 Summarry

"' sT\(l) applies to information not covered by s23(1)

.. ¡'; s2A exem:pts inforrnation where exemption from s1(1Xb)' ¡s

required to safeguard national security

'., "required" in s24 has a broad rneanlng

j; the threat to national secur.ity does not need to þe direct or
immediate

o it is important to consider the mosalc effect of information
in the h'ands of motivated peoPle;

lrì there is no duty to confirm or deny that information is

held, if ,exemption is needed to safeguard natlonal secürltV;

lr, s24 is subject to the PIT.

tl,1
i

,jj

,ì
t
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4. Interaction of sz3 with s24

It is obvious that there is likely to be some degree of overlap
between sections 23 and 24, Indeed this will often be significant.
This section considers how, when and if sections 23 and 24 might
work together.

4.1 The ICO Position has changed

The ICO position has evolved with experience.
When reading any Decision Notices before October }ALI, you will

notice that the former ICO position on using s23 and s24 together
differs from that reflected here.

4.2 NCND: s23(5) and s24(2) are not mutually exclusive and
can be relied on independently or jointly

This represents the Information Commissioner'S cUrrent approach
and is in contrast to s23(1) and s24(L) which cannot be used in this
way (see later).

A public authority may apply s23(5) and/ or s24(2):

' together, if both appiy to thê information
or
. separately, if only one applies to the information

However a public authority cannot apply s23(5) and s24(2) "in the

alternative'i, in the way we shall discuss in relatíon to s23(1) and

s24(1), ie where only one of the exemptions is engaged, but it is
citing both at the same tíme.

If the public authority does apply both s23(5) and s24(?) to the
information, it must genuinely believe that both exemptions apply'

Case cer tip

Ensure that the public authority and the complainant both

understand clearly what you mean when you use the terms "jointly"
or "together" (ín relation to s23(5) and s24(2)).This is true both in
discusiions and correspondence as well as in any Decision Notice,

the meaning of which must also be crystal clear to the wider world.

Avoid using the term "in conjunction", which is likely to lead to
confusion.
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4.2.L Applying s23(5) and s24(2) to the same information

,t I,n order to apply s23(5) and s24(2) toEether, You rnust be.

satisfied that each exemption a:lso applies separately', on
its owh merits.

r In a Þ-N we Ínay again be limited as to the ievel of detajl
we can provide. We need, to be very careful that any
exþlanation of how we reached our decision could not be
m,isi,ñterÞre¡¿fl ¿$,:su$gest¡ng that the information is held or
is not held. Therefore, where we accept either both or just
,orìe.of the exemptions, we neêd to avoid expla[ni'nE our
,thinking by rely.i,ng :on hypothetical scenarios sUch as !'if the
pùbl¡c ãr.rthority confirmed it held the information thi'S

,wou,ld 'tîeveaFNr'. Thirs'is tl'ue when expla,ining the
engag,lpment of:bCIth s'23(,5) and 24(2).

s: ännotice on
s24(2)
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dthat
apply

her't refus

WE RSca e establ sh dIn havethis
ben re estuI refu the rhslng q

tow ng confi:rm or deny

In the above example both s23(5) and 24(2) were engaged in their
own right. S23(5) was engaged simply because confirmÌng or
denying would disclose information about MI5's involvement;
section 24(2) because confirmation would tip off anti-monarchist
groups that they may be under surveillance. Both exemptions have
been engaged on a different basis.

But there is nothing that prohibits a public authority from
considering whether disclosing information about the activities of a
security body would undermine natíonal security when considering
the application of s24(2).If we just put s23 to one side for a

moment and imagíne that the only exemption we have to protect
national security matters is section 24: in such a scenario would it
be appropriate to apply s24(2) to refuse to confirm or deny that M15

was investigating anti-monarchist groups? If revealing MIS was or
was not investigating such groups would undermine national
security, s24(2) would be engaged.

So both s23(5) and s24(2) can be engaged, independently, in their
own right, but on the same basis.

4.2.2 Where only one of the two exemptions applies

There is a possibility that some circumstances might lead to only
one of these exemptions being engaged. The example below is
extreme but illustrates the point.

Ëxample

Mr ßlofeld iequests from tlre Foreign Office thé London llQ address
of t'{16" M16 is sf course listed in s23(3) as the Secret Intellfgence
Service; therefore for the Foreign Office to state that it holds the
address of MI6 would disclose information relating to a s23'body.
s23(5) is engaged and therefore, technically, the Foreígn Office
does not have to confirm or deny whether it holds the information.
Of course this is a faintly preposterous example: the Mi6 building is
well known to the public from its prominent Thames-side location
and from its inclusion in feature films. Nevertheless s23(5) is
engaged.

f'1_oweve¡ s7atz) is not enclaç¡ed. Ap,art frsm the public knowledçe,.
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The Gommi,ssione¡r does not accept .thát'3:23(5) and 24(2)
can be clted in the alternativèi unfikê s23(1) and s24(1).

The Commi,ssloner's view on th:ís h'as evolved with experience'' l'{e

no lohge¡ accepts that sections,23(5) a;nd 2,4(2) can be cited in the

alternaitive. Tlre or¡Einaldecisi'on to allow the:m;to b,e claímed in that
way Was based ,o,ñ,thê trib,unal,'s deCiSiOn |h Nl:CI1'man Baker MP v the
I'nformation Còmrn,iss'io,Rer, eabi.nef Of,fice and the National Council

for eivil Libêr:ties: IEA2o06/0045], 4 April 2AA7,)} W€ have now

conSideired this pOlnt fu,r,ther and no lon,g-er'acce'pt the tribunal's
position on this issue'

4.2.3Where a public authority confirms it holds at least
some of the rêq,ùe-te6 i¡fermâ-tþn b,r¡t al'so appliês the NCND
provisions.

There are a nuimber of scenarios wh:ere a pg,blic autho¡ity may
confirm it holds ät least some sf the requested informa,tion but also

uses the NCND Provisions.

The first potential scenario is where a publie authority confirms
some iñformation is held, and discloses it ot'withholds it under
another exernption. lt then refuses to confirrll or deny whether any

additional inforrnation is held under s23(5) oi 2'4(2) or both.
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then the
d accept the

ldshoor ny
joi ntlys23(5-)

case

We would accept this as a valid approach and would investigate the

complaint, and each specific exemption, on that basis'

The second scenario is where the public authority confirms all the
requested information is held. It withholds all or part of it under a

difierent exemption, say s26, and provides by way of an additional
explanation that just because it has only applied s26 this does not

neåessarily mean that the withheld information could not also be

exempted under s23(1) or24(1). This is OK, but its value is
dubious.

The third scenario is where the public authority confirms all the
information is held, withholds at least part of it under, say s26, and

then actuatly tries to apply s23(5) or 24(2) to refuse to confirm or

deny that the withheld information is also exempt under s23(L) or

24(I). This is not allowed under the Act; sections 23(5) and 24(2)
only concern whether or not information is held, not what
exemptions from the duty to communicate information may apply.

For more details please see the external guidance "How sections 23

and 24 interact".

4,3 s23(1) and 24(1) are mutually exclusive but may be used
"in the alternative"

4.3.1 Mutually exclusive

s23(1)_"information .., directly or indirectly supplied by.,.. or relates

to...." a specified securitY bodY

s24(1) "required for the purpose of safeguarding national security"
Note that s24(1) only applies to information that is not exempt
under s23(1).
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s23(1) and s24(1) are mutually exclusive; ie they cannot apply to
the same information. This is expressly stated in s24(1).This means
that, if s23(1) applies, then the information cannot also be exempt
under s24(1).

4.3.2 Applying in the alternative

However we will allow s23(1) and s24(1) to be used "in the
alternative". This approach was adopted by the ICO in October
2OLL.
This means that only one of the exemptions is actually engaged, but
a public authority may explain to the applicant that the lnformation
ís exempt either under s23(1) or s24(1), citing both, but
without stating which one is actually engaged. Note that the
authority must be clear that one of the exemptions is engaged.

Applying "in the alternative" in relation to s23(1) and s24(1) is
dífferent from applying them "in the alternative" in respect of other
sections of FOIA. Usually the sort of scenario where a public
authority applies exemptions in the alternative is where it thinks
that one exemption applies, but cites a second exemption to cover
the situation, "just in case" the first one does not apply. For
instance, this has been done by public authorities in respect of
ss30/31 and ss35/36.

It might be helpful to explain here how this new approach to s23(1)
and s24(1) works. The fact that s23(1) and s24(1) are mutually
exclusive can cause real practical difficulties for public authorities.
The principle of using the two exemptions "in the alternative"
provides a solution.

For instance, let's consider a situation where it is publicly known
that an authority holds the requested information and that therefore
the authority is happy to confirm this, but ¡t is not publicly known
whether the information relates to a security body. The involvement
of a security body is, of courser sensitive. If the authority were to
apply s23(1) on its own this would reveal that the requested
information did relate to a security body. If Ít had to rely on s24(1)
on its own this would reveal that the security bodies were not
involved. So, the authority could adopt the practical solution of
dísguising which exemption actually applies, by citing s23(1) and
s24(7) in the alternative. However the authority could only cite
these exemptions in the alternative where one of them is actually
engaged in the first place,

How this would work
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' public authority explains to the applicant that the information
he has requested is exempt either under s23(1) or s24(1);

' the authority cites both exemptions;
¡ thê authority must be clear in its own mlnd as to which

exemption is engaged; but
r it does not have to state which one is actually engaged'

The following example illustrates the point by using a practical
scena rio.

Exercise F

In this hypothetical scenario, three months before the 2012
Olympics two people were arrested in a house in Docklands and
were subsequently charged with terrorist offences, The authorities
have not revealed much to the media, other than that suspected
terrorists have been arrested, but there is controversy about it,
both nationally and locally. Mr B has made a request to the
Metropolitan Políce ("the Met") for information about why the police

visited the house in the first place.

There are a number of possible explanations for the arrests. The
police could have come to the house because of a report by a

neighbour that someone in or near it was actíng suspiciously; only

The ICO has adopted the term "in the alternative" to describe a

very particular application of s23(1) and s24(1) together. Adoption
of this term was reached after a great deal of consideration; it was
extremely difficult to come up with the right word¡ng for this
scenario. It remains a very specific usage of the term.

Therefore, please ensure that the public authority and the
complainant both understand clearly what you mean when you use
the term "in the alternative" in respect of s23(1) and s24(1). This is
true both in discussions and in correspondence as well as in any
Decision Notíce, the meaning of which must also be crystal clear to
the wider world.

We recommend that case officers avo¡d using the term "in
conjunction" in relation to any subsections of s23 or s24; it has
been used Ín various contexts to rnean different things and ¡s

therefore now likely to cause misunderstanding.

Case officer

later did _th.e¡¿¡_e-alis-e thgt the-re was a !-e¡¡orism link, Or the ce
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investigation such as a theft or an assault, again only appreciating
the terrorist link later on,. Alternatively the police could have been
aciing âs pãrt of a wider security operation relating to the Olymplcs,
based on intelligence fl'om a bodl¡ su¡ch as MI5.

It would be obvious to anyone that infor:mation on the ärrests would
exist and would be held by the Met.

What would be revealed about a security body by confirfiing,or
denfnE that the lnformation was held?

come to the house in connection a crimlnal

nvolvement
beari n ndmi it,,that doesng

theorarrests,
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F ¡Âr,itlï answer

In this hypothetical scenario, three months before the 2012
Olympics two people were arrested in a house in Docklands and
were subsequently charged with terrorist offences. The authorities
have not revealed much to the media other than suspected
terrorists have been arrested, but there ís controversy about it,
both nationally and locally. Mr B has made a request to the
Metropolitan Police ("the Met") for ínformation about why the police
visited the house in the flrst place,

There are a number of possible explanations for the arrests. The
police could have come to the house because of a report by a
neighbour that someone in or near it was acting suspiciously; only
later did they realise that there was a terrorÍsm link, Or the police
could have come to the house ¡n connection with a criminal
investlgation such as a theft or an assault, again only appreciating
the terrorist link later on. Alternatively the police could have been
acting as part of a wider security operation relating to the Olympics,
based on intelligence from a body such as MIS.

It would be obvious to anyone that information on the arrests would
exist and would be held by the Met.

How should it respond to this request, bearing in mind that it does
not wish to disclose information on the arrests, or the involvement
or otherwise of MI5?

What would be revealed about a security body by confirming or
denying that the inforrnation was held?

First, consider: what are the implications of relying on s23(1) or
s24i|j?

s;3{1;
llsiusal rir i:asis r;i i2"i; i.] æi*ne w*uld disr-irsc inr;*lvemenf ,¡i
sercu iil1r ts c:4'¡ i,ì * :: r'*v irji r: ç i ntei I i ge n ce j,

\/at I \

f?.cfi¡:;;rì *i-: i:il$iir .;I :,;2,,ìtl i alon* wtlt")it.) rl¡ri{:;li li:æ1 secririty i;irrir*x
vt*tt; i\i-i\. íit'Ítlivt-";i ¿;nd lli¡:t sr:merhirii; tìi:,r; ic* lü ;rrr*si;s, cü sr,lftt{:}

C-i-l ;r. r i,':i t.i,";ItiL;r' .'.i- r-if Í{.',' (: iirY'.e..
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refLrEe t¡ {isclose i[, stating th¡t s23(1) and s?¿](l-i apply

ín the alternative (ie either appììes, but clOn'i staie v'¡hiclr

one)

:OperatiOn
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However'publ¡cauthoritiesm¡ghtneedencouragementto
use s23(1) and s24(1) in this waY

Please note that if a public author¡ty such as the Met were to insist

on ãpprving s23(5) on the basis the information is in the 'territory'

of nátiohal-security, we would have to consider the case carefully to

åeterm¡ne whether'technically it had grounds for doing so' It would

b" nonr"nsical for the Met to foltow such an approach, since, as

stated in this case example, it would be obvious that it held the

information. However the bottom line is that we might not be able

to prevent ít from doing so.

we recognise that this is a problem which gives us real practical

difficulties when investigating complaints. As part of our promotion

of good practice, we wa;t puntic authorities to be as open as they

cañ with' us and give us meaningful answers to our queríes, without

damaging nationál secur¡ty, We intend to produce add¡tional

guidañcato case officers on how to approach these kinds of

investigations in the near future'
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4.3.3 Refusal notices and s23(1) and s24(1)

Strictly speaking, s17(1) requires a public authority to state which
exemption applies and explain why. In s23(1)/24(L) cases such as

that above, the public authority ls wishing to obscure precisely
whlch exemption applies, That is the whole point of using the
exemptions in the alternative. So what is the solution?

In such a scenario, we will accept a refusal notice which adopts a

pragmatic aPProach:

r stating that s23(L) and s2a(1) are being applied;
r, stating they are being applied in the alternative (ensuring that

the requester understands this termÍnology);
r explaining why the exemptions "could" or "might" apply, in

general, anodyne terms; and
. in relation to s24, the balance of the public interest can be

explained using a similarly generÍc explanation, such as the
benefits of openness versus the protection of the public.

r It is vltal to avoid the risk of disclosing the actual information
and whether or not it relates to a security body. In some
cases it will be impossible to explain why exemptions may
apply or why the public interest (in s24) favours withholding
the information.

I In such cases, s17(4) provides a solution:

"A public authority is not obliged to make a statement under
subsection 1(c) or (3) ¡f, or to the extent that, the statement
would involve the disclosure of information which would itself
be exemPt information."

. We would not wish to discourage a public authority from
applying s77(4) as a practical solution to this problem. If you
are in doubt as to how to draft on this point in a Decision
Notice, discuss with Your manager.
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4.3.4 Applying the public interest test to s24(1) when Ít is
used in the alternative with s23(1)

since the public interest test applies to s24(1) but not to s23(1)
which is absolute, the public authority must still undertake this
exerc¡Se for s24. At first, this might appear to present a problem.

For instance, what if, having found that s23(1) and s2a(1) can be

applied in the alternative, the authority applies the public interest
test under s24 and finds that the public interest in maíntaining the
exemption does not outweigh the public interest in disclosure?
However this is a hypothetical problem only; in practice, there is no

difficulty in considering the public interest test when s24(1) has

been applied in the alternative with s23(1) .

Consider two possible scenarios where section 23(1) and s24(1)
have been applied in the alternative:

1. Where the information does not relate to a s23 security body but
the public authority considers that s24(1) is engaged and that the
public interest favours withholding the exemption.
ilere, by the time the public authority considers citing the two
exemptíons in the alternative, it will alleady have decided that the
public interest favours maintaining the exemption.

2. Where the requested information engages s23(1).
Here there is only a hypothetical need to apply the s24(1)
exemption and the public interest test. If the public authority were

to hypothetically apply the public interest test for s24(L), obviously
it would conclude that the public interest favoured maintaining the
exemption.

se officer tiPs

Issues to consider when investigating cases featuring s23(1) and

s24(L) applied in the alternative.

. If the requester makes a complaint to the Commissioner, the
public authority would have to inform the Commissioner which

exemption was actually engaged and we would have to be

satisfied that the exemption did actually apply,

: fi s24(1) was the exemption actually engaged ,the
commissioner would require access to the information (see

para 3.5.1 above) in order to determine whether the
exemption was engaged and where the public interest lay,
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' If the public authority is relying on s24(1), the Commissioner
would have to consider whether it is engaged, and if so, apply
the publlc interest test, One possible outcome is a decision
finding either that s24(1) is not engaged or that the public
interest test favours disclosure, However the Commissioner
recogníses the very real importance of maintaining natíonal
security, and where disclosure would undermine national
security this will carry significant weight in the public interest
test.

. Where s23(1) was the exemption actually engaged, see Case
Officer tip in paragraph 2.3.

¡ It would be possible for the Commissioner to decide that
s23(1) is not engaged, if the informatíon does not relate to a

national security body.

Ensure that the public authority and the complainant both
understand clearly what you mean when you use the term "in
the alternative". This is true both in discussions and
correspondence as well as in any Decision Notice, the
meaning of which must also be crystal clear to the wider
world.

When drafting a decisíon notice, be careful not to reveal in the text
which exemption is actually engaged; please refer to the external
guidance "How section 23 and section 24 interact" and also see case

a

.)
.Js17officer

Exercise G

o Read some s23l'24 DNs dated before October 2011 and
consider how our decision might differ now.

. Discuss your findings with your line manager.

Summary of interaction between s23 and s24

. s23(1) and s24(7) are mutually exclusive;

. however s23(1) and szaQ) may be cited "in the alternative",
where one of the exemptions is engaged in its own right, but
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a

the public authority wishes to disguise which one actually
applies;

s24(1) is subject to the PIT but this should not cause a
problem when considering s23(1) and s24(1) in the
alternative;

r the term "in the alternative" is a term the ICO has adopted to
describe a very specific concept in relation to s23(1) and
s24(I)i it is essential to explain our use of the term clearly to
all parties and to ensure they understand what it means;

r câsê offÍcers should try to engage with PAs in order to clarify
their position under s23 and s24;

. s23(5) and s24(5) can be applied separately or, if both are
engaged, jointly, to NCND whether or not information is held,
but they cannot be applied in the alternative;

:. case officers should now avoid using the term "in conjunction"
in relation to the application of more than one subsection of
s23 or s24, since this is likely to lead to misunderstanding;

r the ICO view is that lt is sensible for a PA to apply s23(1) and
s24(L) in the alternative rather than to NCND under
s23(5)/s24(2), unless NCND is necessary to obscure the fact
that the PA actually holds the information; and

¡ cërs€ officers should seek sÍgnatory advice where necessary,
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5. Ministerial certificates

Section 23

s23(2)
A Minister can sign a certificate certifying that the circumstances in
s23(1)apply. The certificate is conclusive evidence of that fact.

Appeal against a certificate is as follows. Either the Information
Commissioner or the requester may appeal against the certificate to
the Tribunal (the current procedure is to apply to the First Tier
Tribunal under s60. The FTT must transfer the appeal to the Upper
Tribunal for hearing by the National Security Appeals Panel).

Section 24

s24(3) and s24(4)
A Minister can sign a certificate certifying that exemption from
sections 1(1Xa) and 1(1)(b) or from s 1(1Xb) alone is, or was at
any time, required to safeguard national security,

However the s24(3) certificate has a wider effect than one made
under s23(2).The certificate may describe information in general
terms. It may also have "prospective effect": ie apply to future
requests for the information.

A s24 ministerial certificate is subject to the public interest test.

As wÍth s23, the certificate provides conclusive evidence. Procedure
for appeal ís as for s23(2).

Section 25

This provides further detail on the use of ministerial certificates.

:1,

:
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6. Summary of maÍn points of s2g and s24

ö' s23(1) exempts lnformatlon supplied to a PA by a s23(3)
securíty body (dlrectly or indlrectly) or whlch relates to such a
body

. no duty to confirm or deny if it would disclose informatior,r
(even if unrecorded) supplied by or relatlng to a security body

o ho FIT
. list of s23(3) security bodies ls due for arnendment; check

latest position

I
i

ii:

.rì

:

a.

..::

:

.:l

.:

.:

1+.

:

,¡;

I

1lii
.t

:i
I

s24(l) applies to in:formatlon not covered by s2.3(1)

s24 êxempts information if exemptiotit frorn s1(1)(b) is
requlred to safeguard natlonal security

i "required" ls interpreted as meaning reasonabl\l necessary

¡ the threat to national security does not need to be direct or
immediate

,r it is important to conslder the mosaic effect of information in
the hands of motivated people

r no duty to confirm or deny that information is held, if
exemption is needed to safeguard national securlty

, s24 is subject to the PIT

:Ö

)
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case officers should try to engage with PAs in order to
clarify their position under s23 and s24

under both s23(5) and s24(2), the ICO reserves the right
to know whether information is held, and if it is, to see it.
However we will only need to do either of these things in
exceptional circumstances

case officers should seek signatory advice where there is
uncertainty about handling a case

a

a

a s23(1) and s24(1) are mutually exclusive

a however s23(1) and s24(1) may be cited "in the alternative":
one exemption is engaged in its own right, but the PA wishes
to disguise which one

r €nsur€ all parties understand the meaning of the term "in the
alternative" in this specific context

avoid using the term "in conjunction" in relation to
subsections of s23 and s24

s23(5) and s24(2) can be applied separately or, if BOTH are
engaged, jointly, to NCND whether information is held, but
not in the alternative,

. the ICO view is that it is sensible for a PA to apply s23(1) and
s24(I) in the alternative rather than to NCND under s23(5) /
s24(2), unless NCND is necessary to obscure the fact that the
PA actually holds the information,

t

a
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This handout gives further background and explains how some of
the listed security bodies are more commonly known.

s23(3)(a) the Security Service is commonly known as MIS; it
works to protects the UK against threats to national security.

s23(3)(b) the Secret Intelligence Service is commonly known
as MI6, which works overseas and collects foreign intelligence in
order to promote and defend national security.

s23(3Xd) the Special Forces include the SAS (Special Air
Service) and SBS (Special Boat Service) and Special Forces Signals.

s23(4) GCHQ
This section refines the definition of GCHQ at s23(3)(c) to include
armed forces units assisting GCHQ.

s23(3)(m) the Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA)
SOCA was added to s23(3) in 2005; however in 2010 the coalition
government announced its abolition. It will be subsumed into a new
National Crime Agency from 20L3. Therefore s23(3) will require
further amendment by then,

r Always refer to an up to date copy of the
s23(3) list

Handout 3 Security bodies s23(3)
78,4.12



Con,sistency - example

eompare;

2008; No, phones tapped - no lnformatlon held - Nbt held

ãOOg, l,l¡S tap the phone of defence co. A - Information held -NCND

ãóiõ: fff"rnC iap ptrone of co,,B - Information held - NCND '(Under ?)

Against¡

2008: No phones tapped - no informatlon held - NCND

ãóóõi Nls tap the phone or defence co. A - Information held - NCND

zòro' FtMnc iap Þhone of co B - Information held ' NcNÞ

I ...,

lco-
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Sz+(r) Case study: group exercise

. Request to UK government for details of meetings with
countrY Z

. UK is working more closely with country Z on trade but
also to reduce terrorist threats emanating from groups
in that country, which have threatened UK

. The details of this co-operation are not publicly known

. Zis sensitive about publicising this co-operation - could
cause adverse reaction in own citizens and
neighbouring states

Could the UK government apply s24(7), and if so, why?

tu
I

t

ICO.

Total time : B mins. max

Split the class into groups of 3-4 and after max of 4 mins for them
to discuss it together (give a reminder after 3 minutes) discuss
answers as whole group - max 4 mins for this.

DON'T PUT UP NEXT SLIDE UNTIL AFTER THE DISCUSSION
HIDE NEXT SLIDE WHEN PRINTING SLIDES HANDOUT

2



Sz+(t) Case study: group exercise
Answers
The UK government could apply s2 (1).

whv?
. Zis sensitive about co-operation with UK
. Disclosure could damage our relations with Z - hence

undermine our efforts to get Z to clamp down on terrorists
r In turn this could harm UK's national security
o Thus, effect of disclosure on Z could have effect on UK's

national security - established causal link between the
disclosure of the information (impact on Z) and how it
could impact on our national security.

!S .,

'/¡ÅEt;
1'- \sÊ
I,¡lfÐ.

Hidden slide : ONLY SHOW THIS SLIDE AFTER THE DISCUSSION,-
DO NOT PRINT AS PART OF HANDOUT SLIDES (REMEMBER TO
UN-HIDE AFTER PRINTING)

Suggestion: trainer to refer to the original question¡ and have it
in front of him / her.

Also mention: UK government could also apply s27 and/or s43
(international relations/commercial interests),
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IEA/2A71i01861 24 February 2OI2

Decision confirrns that members of the Royal Family are central to
the country's constitutional arrangements and public life, and as

such an attack on them is an attack on national security. Decision
also makes the point that it is not just definitive information that
might increase the risk of attack. If disclosure gave a basis for
inferring or even guessing at the level of protection, the disclosure
could increase the confidence levels of those who mlght consider
carrying out an attack and therefore make an attack more likely
(even if those inferences were not in fact correct)'

andSummers v Metropo litan Police Service

Mosaic effect

Íco.

Give out handout B - delegates to read later at their leisure,;,

Request = cost of SO14 for yr 2OA9/2O10

SO14 = one element of Protection Command , - Ministers, MPs Public figures ,

fixated threats
Headline figure for Protection Command had been disclosed in parliament.
Budget for SO14 = 9Ao/o manpower by virtue of what they do. (they don't pay
for infrastructure/ security hardware - bullet proof cars, CCTV etc)

Engaging the exemption -
Are there people interested in attacking UK?
Are Royals a target? - i.e does the information relate to a target
Risk of attack depends on the confidence of the attackers
Confidence not always based on rational analysis - it is based on terrorists'
perception of the risks in attacking the target and the vulnerability of the
target.
Confidence would increase if attackers thought they could estimate number of
officers involved.
How could attackers estimate number of officers -
By combining information with other informatìon available about police forces,
their budgets and manPower,
Also increase confidence by allowing v rough estimates to be made about level
of protection provided to Royals compared to other groups that Protection
Command are responsible for.
If the confidence of attackers increases - this increases the likelihood of attack
- therefore exemption engaged,

4



Note re public interest - much made of public interest in knowing whether
money spent well - but figure on its own wouldnrt reveal how that money was
spent just overail csst therefor:e public interest argurnent raised by appellant
would not be met by the requested information. Little argument about whether
:there's a publ,ic interest in knor /ing how much we spend on Royals.
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szg(S) and sz+(z) applied together / jointly
Examples

Do both s23(5) and s24(2) apply? If so, they may be cited
jointly.

NB either term "jointly" or "together" may be used: ensure all

i
lco.

Handout 11: The DailY RoYalist

parties understand the meaning.

Note to presenter - these aren't case studies - it's just another means of
providing of the information to the audience - it's just a case of getting them to
read the handout and getting some immediate feedback from them.

So now we're going to look at a couple of scenarios - handout 11 (give this
out) -
First we'll consider the application of each of the NCND provisions in the Daily
Royalist case.

523(5) is engaged on the basis that the subject matter is terrorism and we'd

expect MIS to be involved in countering terrorism of this nature if it was aware

of ifre risk - and the request is made to a public authority which would have

some dealings with security bodies on issues around the protection of the
Royals - we're in the territory of national security - therefore either
confirming or denying would reveal something about the involvement or non
involvement of MI5.

5.24(2) can be engaged on the basis that confirming the information is held

would tip terrorists off that their activities had been investigated, or
alternatively if the public authority said the information was not held this would
embolden any terrorists and so increase the risks of an attack

This demonstrates how the PA must establish that both s23(5) and s24(2)
apply to the information , in order to apply them jointly'

Both are engaged on their own merits - based on what would be revealed by

confirming or denying whether the information is held.

5



Now compare this with the next example.,,.
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Wilt revealing the involvement of a
security body undermine national

security ?

Consider Royal wedding case.

a Hypothetical denial that information is held reveals lack of
MI5 involvement - s23(5) engaged.

. Ignore s23(5) - Just ask yourself the simple question -
could revealing that MIs was not investigating anti-
monarchist groups undermine national security?

ico.

Returning to the Royal Wedding Case '..

Both confirmation or denial would disclose information relating to a s23 body &

therefore engage s23(5).

Equally....

Both confirmation or denial that any terrorist had been investigated would
undermine national security and therefore engage s24(2) - either tipping off
terrorists that their activities had been investigated or alternatively giving them
confidence to continue to plan their attacks'

Re 2nd bullet- Idea is to imagine s23 doesn't exist, FOIA never contained a s23,

there were no special provisions for the security bodies, all we had to rely on to
protect information relating to the security bodies was s24.

Q - In that imaginary world - if confirming the information was not held

rãvealed that MI5 had not been aware of any terrorist threat to the Royal

Wedding, would we accept that this undermined national security?

A - yes - therefore s24(2) is engaged in its own right (albeit for the very
same reasons that s23(5) is engaged)

6



Szg(S) & sz4?) Investigations
1. Look at s23(5) first.

2. Are we in the territory of national security?

3. Then denying information held would reveal security bodies not
involved - s23(5) engaged.

4, Check if public authority happy for DN to just deal with s23(5)?

5, If not, would revealing the non-involvement of the security bodies
undermine national securitY?

6. 524(2) engaged

7. 524 - public interest test - strong public interest in not
undermlning national securitY.

B. 8ut if application of s23(5) looks doubtful we need full s24(2)
investigation

lç,.9"

Bullet 4
where le exem

icate i onort

WOUId

Therefore....
..we will q0 on to also look at s24(2) if public authorily wishes us
to. lWe aie trvinq to persuade them that there's no need [o take
tñ¡s'belt and Úraðes approach but if they insist we will look at both
exernptions),

Reason whv public authority may want us tt¡ look at both
eiàmpt¡ond i The intelliqence-conrmunity are not just bothered
with what can rationally 6e deduced frotl any disclosure - they
are also concerned with people's^¡1e.1cpption and if people -
Terrorists - perceive the use of's23i5) as saying one thing i.e.
securiLV bodies were sgme way involved itl this issues- then tlreir
actions'will be lrased on that perception.
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PTO>>

If oublic authority does want us to consider both exempt¡ons,
fol'low steps 5 onwards.

Bullet 6

emo

is not automati
request was no

to trainer - In one Prese
contradicted the Blofeld

this

a rare occaslon w

e address rMI

t tvp
.en9a9
rcal or

edw
the

Bullet 6 could read "if yes, s24(2) engaged"

about a securitY

ent rno -rnvo vement

olî
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Szg(t) & sz4(t) - The Problem

Home Secretary announces Cumbrian Police arrested a number
of terrorist suspects.

Two scenarios:

(i) Well planned, intelligence-led operation

(ii) Local police arrest suspects acting suspiciously

It's known that the information is held, but what is revealed by
relying on either s23(1) or s24(1) alone?

lco.

Imagine it's the second scenario * i.e. no security body involvement -
Would disclosure of the information undermine national security?

Yes - if it revealed what activities aroused suspicion,

But...

What would the application of s24(1) on its own reveal?

Since it can only apply to information that doesn't relate to a security body
then it would reveal that no security bodies were involved in the operation,

Conversely if we're in scenario (i), relying on s23(1) would reveal that the
information did relate to a security body i,e. that they were involved.

Problems caused by the way these provisions have been drafted,

To overcome the problem public authorities have tried to forestall having to rely
on either s23(1) or s24(1) on their own by refusing to confirm or deny whether
the information is held - i,e, applied s23(5) &24(2)
This is often nonsense when it's known information is held but ..,

Public authorities have argued that the NCND provisions are engaged on the
basis of what would be revealed by having to rely on either s23(1) or 24(1)
rather than simply what would be revealed by saying'Yes we hold the
information' or'No we don't hold the info'which is the real test for the NCND
provisions.
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SzS(r) & sz+(r) - The Solution

Cite s23(1) & 24(1) 'in the alternative'

i.e. Although only one of the exemptions is actually engaged

the public authority may cite both exemptíons.

e.g. The requested information is held but is exempt under
either section 23(1) or s24(1). It is not appropriate to identify
the actual exemption used'

rl

lc0"

1) 'In the alternative' = ICO jargon - different from when
public authority cites one exemption and then uses another as

back up just in case ICO finds first exemption claimed doesn't
work. Eg claims s35 but in case we find it doesn't relate to
government policy the public authority claims it would be

exempt under s36.

2) Although mutually exclusive, we think the tribunal would accept
this approach - because it's necessary - in Baker tribunal
considered s23(5) & 24(2) were mutually exclusive but allowed
a similar approach in respect of those two exemptions.

3) Used to call this 'in conjunction'. - Important that everyone
we deal with (complainants, public authorities etc) understand
how we're using this term.

4) Outcomes = i) applicant at least gets to know whether the
information is held

ii) public authority doesn't look ridiculous &

unnecessarily obstructive

We're trying to encourage public authorities to take this approach

- but technically as in this request we're in the territory of
national security, then public authority could technically refuse

I



to confirm or deny under s23(5),....
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A fictional request is made to the Home Office for information on
investigations by M15 into allegations that a fictional organisation "Ban All

Religion" has links with terrorism. If the government WaS concerned that
this organisation did have links with terrorism it is reasonable to surmise
that the Home Office, with its rernit of home securlty, would hold that
information. It is also safe to assume that it is highly likely that a s23
security body would have been involved in any investigation of Ban All

Religion and that such a body would have pr:ovided the Home Office with
information on its investigation.

So the question we need to ask is: what would either confirming or
denying that the requested lnformation is held by the Home Ofiice reveal

Exam

a a

Ban All Religion

In the territory of national security

It is very clear that the requests concern the work of security bodies. The

factors that bring the request within the ambit of s23(5) are:

1)

2)

3)

I



In this fictional example, the Home office receives a request for minu.tes

ðf u'ny meetings between the Prime Minister, the Home Secretary and

rriãi retailerõ from Westfield Stratford CÎty shopping centre about

âriáng.tents::for the 2012 Olympics. The request is received following

threa[s being made on an extiemist website to target the shopping centre

during the games.

Although superficially this is similar to the previous example in that it's a

räõr"ti for meetingt b"t*u"n the government and retailers, there are

sãüeral factors thai might ring warñing beils in respect of national security

3)

2)

issues.

List those factors

1)

2



523(5) Consistency

The Home Office receives a series of requests for information over 3

years,

Request 1) On how many occasions was authority given to tap the phones

of companies in the defence industry in 2008?

Request 2) On how many occasions was authority given to tap the phones

of companies in the defence industry in 2009?

Request 3) On how rnany occasions was authority given to tap the phones

of companies in the defence industry in 2010?

In 2008 no phones were being tapped, but in 2009 authority was given to
a s23 body to tap the phones of one defence company and in 2010
authority was given to HM Revenue and Customs to tap the phone of a
d ifferent defence com Pa nY.

How should the Home Office respond each year? What are the

A

3



In the territory of national security

How should the public authorlt¡es respond to the following?

1. Request to the Cabinet Offlce for inforrnation about an alleged plot to
kidnap a high profile Politician.

2. Identical request to Camberwick Green Parish Council.

3. Reques¡ ¡s Ç¿mberwick Green Parish Councíl for any information it has

received f¡:om MtrS about the assassination plot.

I

I
I
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Meanìng of national securitY

m

The UK government is keen to promote better relations with a fictional

former Elastern bloc state, Z.Z has sîgnificant oil reserves. It is a volatile

country, and ¡tS very instablllty makes it an attractive base from which

terrorists like to operate. As well as targeting the government of Z, some

of these terrorists are actively planning attacks on the UK' The UK is keen

io nurture good relations with country Z in order to help to stabilise it and

to encourage the Z government to clamp down on terrorist cells operating

within its bõrders. nã part of its inÌtiatíve, Lhe UK is supporting Z's police

force with training, IT equipment and other technology. The uK
government has [ublicly acknowledged that it is co-operating with Z to

ãefeat international terrorism but has not provided any details of what

that co-operatíon actually involves. The government of zis very sensitive

about the existence of support from a country such as the UK and regards

details about the level of co-operation as confidential. It does not wish to

draw the attentíon of its own people, or other neighbouring states, to this

issue. It is also known to have concerns, real or not, that the disclosing

any information on the technology it has acquired from the UK would

unàermine its attempts to combat terrorism within its own borders'

A request is made to the uK government for the details of its meetings

with Z

Consider what exemptions may apply and whether there is any causal link

between the disclosure of the information and the UK's national security'

5



M.eaning of national securltY.

l{osalc Arguments

non-tangible things that require p¡:otection'

about rt
atin aon

I

Think of examples of subject areas where the disclosure sf some
information might end up prejudicing national security, in the hands of a
motivated person or grouP.

6



Public interest in s24

Tn Peter Burt v Information Commissioner and Ministry of Defence
LEA/2A|L/0A041,20 September 2011, it was argued that disclosing
details of a US nuclear facility could prejudice the US's natlonal security,
The First Tier Tribunal accepted that if the UK disclosed such information,
it was probable that the US would consider withdrawing its co-operation
with the UK Atomic Weapons Establishment. This threat to Anglo-US co-
operation had the potential to undermine UK national security and it was
this factor that engaged the exemption.

What can we consider when weighing the public interest in maintaining
the exemption - the severity and frequency of the harm caused?

mp
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Examples of
s23(5) and s24(2)

1,. Applylng s23(5) and s24(2) together to the same information

A fíctional request is made by the Daily Royalist newspaper to the
Department for Culture Media and Spor[ for ínformation on any
investigations into whether anti-monarchist organísations had links
with threats by terrorists to disrupt arrangements for the Royal
Wedding in 20L1. The requestwas made to the DCMS because of
its responsibility for ceremonial arrangements.

Does s23(5) apply? First, consider whether confirming or denying
that the information is held would reveal information relating to a
security body.

Does s24(2) apply? Similarly, consider whether confirming or
denying that the information is held wor¡ld undermine national
security.

I



i

Partial NCND

No problem if request lists a number ôf pieces of information that's
wanted;

E.g. Please send me;
r: Mlnutes of the meeting X on ddlmm/YY
r Incident report into y
. Emails between Mrs Smith & Mr Jones

Can get more difficult when requests are for a 'body'of information

E,g. Please send me all the information on X.

Request to MoD for all information on information on Royal Navy patrols
around a UK territory.

Scenario 1
Some information can be dlsclosed.
Some information is exempt under s27 - international relations.
Some information concerns natlonal securÍty bodies and national security,
the very involvement of the securlty bodies is sensitive.

MoD confirms some information is held

Withhold under s27

This is OK

Scenarlo 2
Some information can be disclosed
All the remainder is exempt under s27
However some of that information is also exempt under s23(1)

MoD confirms it holds the information requested

Withhold under s27

9
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The MoD may be concerned that the public would infer that there was no

security body or national security issues raised by the request.

Therefore MoD could provide an additional statement to the effect that
nothing could be inferred as to the whether the information withheld
under s27 could also have been withheld under s23(1) or s24(1). This is
just an additional piece of advice - outside the Act. If we received a

complaínt then the only exemption we would look at was s27 because this
is the only one that had actually been applied'

This is OK

Scenario 3

Superficially very similar to previous exarrtpl€,

As before;
Sorne information can be disclosed
All the remainder is exempt under s27
However some of that information is also exempt under s23(1)

MoD confirms ¡t holds the information requested

Withhold under s27(1) but then also'applies'sections
23(5) and 24(2) to refuse to confirm or deny that any of
this information is also exempt under either s23(1) or
s2aQ)

Public authority has tried to use exemptions from the duty to confirm
whether information is held to refuse to reveal what grounds it is using to
withhold information. This is simply not what sections 23(5) or 24(2) are
about.

Also it's a nonsense to try and apply NCND provisions once the public

authority has confirmed it holds the requested information'
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Sections 23(1) and 24(l) - applying them in the alternative

In this hypothetical scenario, three months before the 2012 Olympics two
people were arrested in a house in Docklands and were subsequently
charged with terrorist offences. The authorities have not revealed much
the media, other than that suspected terrorists have been arrested, but
there is controversy about it, both nationally and locally. Mr B has made a
request to the Metropolitan Police ('tthe Met") for information about why
the police visited the house in the first place.

It would be obvious to anyone that information on the arrests would exist

How should it respond to this request, bearing in mind that it does not
wish to disclose information on the arrests, or the involvement or
otherwise of MIS?

What would be revealed about a security body by confírming or denying
that the information was held?

F

to

Exerc

and would be held by the Met.
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